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This book deals with the problems of automatic control of processes both in the biological and mechanical fields. The name “cybernetics” has been coined from the Greek κυβηνητης—an automatic steering mechanism. Simple examples of the subject matter are the devices for thermostatic control of temperature in a room which as soon as the temperature rises above the chosen level automatically reduce the heating source and vice versa; or the automatic steering mechanism of certain ships which, when the ship deviates to one side or the other from its set course, automatically adjusts the tiller to correct this. In these and other examples, information about the process to be controlled is fed back to the source driving that process and as a result of this “feedback” adjustments at the source are made. In the biological sphere, voluntary muscular activity is cited as an example of a similar mechanism. During the course of a given action, proprioceptive impulses are continuously passed back to the “head ganglion of the proprioceptive system” and smooth execution of the required movement ensues. When the head ganglion is faulty in cerebellar disease, jerky irregular movement occurs just as when the central steering mechanism is faulty the ship’s course may be a series of jerky over-corrections known as “hunting.”

In this book Professor Wiener elaborates the similarities between various self-controlling biological processes, and the mechanical and electrical devices also designed to achieve automatic control. Much of the detailed argument will be caviare to the general of non-mathematical readers; but the book is quite fascinating in its discussion of methods of analysing the mechanism of much biological and especially central nervous activity.

Neurologists will find of special interest the chapter on computing machines and the nervous system. The similarities between the possible neuronal basis of thought and memory, and these machines, with their rapid solution of complex mathematical problems and their retention for a period of time of previously acquired information as stored condenser charges, are clearly presented. The similarities are great, but on second thoughts perhaps, the differences are greater. Can one envisage these machines as possessing during their electrical activity some such epiphemomena as are revealed to introspection during the mental activity of the human individual, or suppose them to have those qualities of affect which pervade, grossly or subtly, all mental life? To this reviewer at any rate such conceptions present insuperable difficulties. Nor should it be thought that the author of the book, who is trained both as mathematician and philosopher, argues for any crude homology. He merely points to possible similarities of mechanism and rushes no philosophical fences. Cybernetics has vast possibilities in analysing the “how” of biological action. It may be doubted whether it will have anything to say of the “why”. Nevertheless, the presence of such men as Lorente de No and Warren McCulloch in the cybernetic field indicates that all those, whether physicians or neurophysiologists, who are interested in the mechanics of the integrative action of the nervous system at all its levels, may find something for profitable reflection in the book.


Professor Fulton has been actively associated with advances in neurophysiology for over 20 years, but besides this he has also earned a special place as an entrepreneur for clinicians and workers in other medical sciences of the results of neurophysiological research in general. These recently published lectures, although they contain some current work from his own laboratory, should be regarded chiefly as an exercise of this second function. A critical appraisal of the rapidly growing corpus of neurophysiological knowledge presented with some of its clinical implications, is a difficult and not unimportant task. On the whole this book fulfils it well, even though workers immersed in one or other of the special fields mentioned may find some points tendentious.

In the first chapter on the precentral motor cortex the author discusses the functions of Brodmann’s areas 4 and 6, pointing out that appropriate stimulation of area 4, in monkeys at any rate, can at times produce movements of isolated muscles and not always a co-ordinated pattern of movement involving agonists and antagonists. This latter type of response seems much more the function of areas 6 and 8. The experimental evidence on this seems convincing, though how important it is in the functioning of the human cortex has still to be shown. The results of ablation of area 4 in apes and monkeys are described, and the “flaccid” paresis produced, which also follows pyramidal tract section in the medulla, suggests that the clinical concept of pyramidal spasticity must be reconsidered. This is probably justified, though the evidence Fulton quotes is not quite so non-controversial as he makes it appear. Mention is also made of the suppressor areas, described by Hines and Dusser de Barenne, two of which occur in the frontal lobes. Here again, their importance in man has still to be fully determined. And the very tentative findings of Ritchie Russell in man on the relation of site...
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of epileptogenic cortical wounds to these suppressor areas which Fulton quotes have still to be confirmed.

In discussing the prefrontal region and the orbital and medial aspects of the frontal lobe, evidence is assembled suggesting that there are important autonomic centres in these areas. To elicit many of these responses it appears to be necessary to use electrical stimuli of a strength and duration optimal for that particular response. Indeed this is so generally important that it is suggested that much previous work on cortical stimulation requires repeating with more careful control of the type of electrical stimulus used. At present it seems as if the same point may at times give rise to differing but constant responses with changes in the parameters of stimulus.

In referring to the applications of this newer knowledge of frontal lobe function to clinical work, and especially to the various operative procedures now being explored in the treatment of mental diseases, Fulton pleads for a scientific approach and for the replacement of blunderbuss leucotomy by some more limited and anatomically controlled procedure. Most clinicians will be sympathetic to this plea, but the author appears to be unfamiliar with the very great difficulties to any accurate observations that are often presented by the kind of clinical material which has to be used here.

In his final chapter on the cerebellum the writer reviews the modern experimental evidence for the functions of this organ, and for somatotopical localization of function. This field is one whose primary geography is still being decided, but it would seem that the flocculonodular, the anterior, and the phylogenetically younger posterior lobes each have functions which may be separable experimentally and perhaps also clinically as our knowledge increases. The book has limitations inevitable to a review of work in progress, but it is stimulating reading, and deserves a place beside the "Physiology of the Nervous System" on the shelves of clinical neurologists.


The eight separate essays which comprise this book, though in some ways disconnected, have a single theme. This is essentially a familiar one. Mental disorders are not to be wholly understood as aggregates of symptoms each of which is mechanistically determined, and without an inner psychological meaning, nor along psychogenic lines as simple variations of behaviour under the impact of psychological or social causes, but as a partial dissolution of mental activity brought about by organic processes, and so analogous to the dream which is liberated by sleep. This theme is handled historically, and the discussion of the development of French psychiatry is abundantly documented, able, and interesting. Throughout this historical development the three types of theories reappear, represented by new exponents in successive periods. The mechanistic approach of Clérambault, and the psychogenic formulation of Freud are discussed in considerable detail, before the author puts his own "organic-dynamic" point of view. To the English reviewer the book seems to suffer from the defects of its class, that of the philosophical and theoretical treatise without a close connexion with biology, medicine, physiology, or neurology. That is to say, the theories which are debated are appraised more for their clarity, symmetry, or subtitle than for their relevance to experimental or even clinical medicine. At no point is an attempt made to summarize the evidence which might have a bearing on the theoretical interpretations which are advanced.
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